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2 Claims. (Cl. 89-199) 

.This invention relates to an automatic'?rearm com 
prising more especially a ?xed barrel, a breech case or 
frame ?xed to this barrel and in which a slide is mounted 
in order to effect therein, in cooperation with a returning 
device consisting of a helical spring, a longitudinal recip 
rocating movement during which it drives a movable bolt 
of which it also ensures the locking and unlocking, and 
an under-guard which carries a magazine and a trigger 
mechanism and to’which is ?xed a butt, this under-guard 
being ?tted underneath the said breech case. 
The object of the invention is to provide an automatic 

?rearm in which the locking and ?ring elements com 
prising principally the breech block and the slide, are 
easily accessible and can easily be withdrawn. 
With this object in view, in an automatic ?rearm ac 

cording to the invention the under-guard is articulated to 
the breech case so as to be lowered underneath the latter 
by a pivoting movement, in order to render possible the 
immediate disengagement of the slide and of the bolt 
and of a removable cover of the said breech case. 

In one particularly advantageous embodiment, the heli 
cal spring constituting the returning means is lodged in 
the butt in which it is retained by an element carried by 
the said spring and having a cup-shaped head which when 
in forward position is adapted to receive the free end of 
a rod or connecting link of which the other end is articu 
lated to the rear of the abovementioned slide. The articu 
lated end of this red is lodged in the slide in which it is 
mounted on a pivot, the said end carrying a stud on 
which a spring acts in order to lower the said rod and 
thereby automatically to cause the engagement of its 
free end in the said cup when the underguard is brought 
back against the breech case. 

Further details and features of the invention will appear 
in the course of the following description, with reference 
to the accompanying drawings, of one embodiment, chosen 
by way of example and not of limitation, of an auto 
matic weapon according to the invention. 

In these drawings; . ‘ - ' 

Fig. 1 is a general side elevational view of the ?rearm 
with the upperguard in upper or closed position, 

Fig. 2 is a similar view but showing the under-guard 
lowered, ' i - 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary longitudinal section of the 
weapon with the parts thereof in ?ring position, 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary longitudinal section of the 
weapon with the slide and bolt drawn back to the'rear, 

Fig. 5 shows the details of the pivotal connection be 
tween the underguard and the breech case, 

Fig. 5a shows, in longitudinal section, the pivot mem 
bers of the joint between the underguard and the breech 
case, and 

Fig. 6 shows the mounting of the cover of the breech 
case. 

In the di?erent ?gures, the same reference numerals in 
dicate elements which are identical or perform identical 
functions. ' ' V 

The weapon comprises more especially a ?xed barrel 1 
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and a breech case or frame 2 ?xed to this barrel 1. In 
the breech case 2 a slide 3 is so mounted as to e?ect a 
reciprocatory movement therein. This movement is 
caused, when the explosion takes place, by the action of 
the gases on a piston 41 which repels the slide 3 against 
the action of a returning device consisting of a helical 
spring 4. In its movement the slide 3 drives a movable 
breech piece or bolt 5 and effects the locking and unlock 
ing of the same. For this purpose, the movable bolt 5 
is encaged in the slide 3. It carries two symmetrical 
lateral projections 42 associated with a system 43 of cor 
responding ramps and abutments provided in the slide 3. 
The underguard has a forwardly extending portion 

?tted underneath the rear part of the breech case 2 and 
an upright abutment 27 having a forward face engage 
able with the rear open end of the frame for closing the 
same. A butt or stock 7 is connected to the underguard. 
The forwardly extending portion of the underguard car 
ries a trigger mechanism and is arranged to receive a 
magazine such as that designated by the numeral 53 in 
the drawings. y 

In one advantageous embodiment of the invention, the 
front end of the ‘under-guard 6 is articulated to the breech 
case by means of a pivot 9. On this pivot is mounted a 
lever 11 for the control of ?re in bursts, which lever 
cooperates with the magazine and trigger mechanism. 
The under-guard 6 is retained against the breech case 
2 by means of a locking member 12 positioned rear 
wardly of the pivot 9. The locking member 12 books 
into a lug 13 provided under the breech case 2. It is also 
adapted to be manipulated by means of a spring pusher 
14 projecting from one of the lateral surfaces of the 
under-guard 6. The breech case 2 carries the central 
hinge plate 15 of the pivot 9 while the two side plates 16 
of the underguard 6 carry, as extensions thereof, the two 
extreme hinge plates 17 of this pivot. The lever 11 for the 
control of ?re in bursts is placed between the central 
hinge plate 15 and one of the abovementioned two ex 
treme hinge plates 17. The pin 10 of the joint 9 is 
hollow. It carries a knob 18 at one end, while its other 
end is internally threaded to enable the neck 19 of a 
stem 20 to be screwed therein. This stem, of which the 
body 21 is split, is engaged in the hollow pin '10 and 
passes right through the knob 18 by means of a central 
hole 22 made through this knob. The penetration of the 
stem 20 into the hollow pin 10 is limited by a head 23. 
The head 23 is a knob similar to the knob 18. The two 
knobs 18 and 23 thus clamp and mask the extreme hinge 
plates 17 of the pivot 9. Preferably the head 23 of 
the stem 20 is provided with a diametral recess 24 shaped 
for the edgewise engagement therein of a circular ob 
ject which can be used for easily assembling or dismantling 
the stem 20 and the hollow pin 10. The circular object 
in question may simply be a coin. 

In one particularlyradvantageous embodiment, the heli- . 
cal spring 4 constituting the returning device is lodged 
in a tube secured to the abutment 27 and extending rear 
wardly into the‘ butt 7. It is retained therein by an 
element or plunger 25 which it carries. The said element 
'25 has a head 26 in the form of a cup which, when the 
plunger is in the forward position shown in Fig. 3, is 
adjacent the front face of the abutment 27 to receive the 
free end 28 of a rod or connecting link 29 articulated at 
its other end 30 to the rear of the slide 3. The articulated 
end 3070f the rod 29 is lodged in the slide, 3. It is 
mounted therein on a pivot 31 and carries a stud 32 on 
which a spring 33, sunk into the slide 3, acts in order to 
lower the rod 23 and thus automatically ensures the en 
gagement of its free end 28 in the cup 26 when the under 

7 guard 6 is brought back against the breech case 2. This 
engagement is facilitated by a recess 44 made in said front 
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face of the abutment 27. The slide 3 is provided with 
means for retaining the bolt 5. The slide at its rear 
end has a depending heel or lug 34 which extends to the 
bottom of the breech case 2 and which lug is provided 
with a hole 35 for the passage of the rear projection 36 
of a striker enclosed in the bolt 5. As a result, the bolt 
cannot escape freely from the slide 3, the rear projec 
tion 36 of the striker preventing the withdrawal of the 
lateral projection 42 of the bolt 5. The association of 
the slide 3 and the bolt 5 effected in this manner facili 
tates the withdrawal and replacement of these elements 
while at the same time preventing them from being sepa 
rated from one another at times when such separation 
would be undesirable. In order to disengage the bolt 5 
from the slide 3 it is necessary to exert pressure on the 
rear projection 36, against the action of the spring of the 
striker, in order to get it out of the hole in the lug 34. 
As stated, the lever 11 is mounted on the pivot which 

pivotally connects the breech frame to the underguard. 
This is of advantage in that, although the lever cooper 
ates on one hand with the slide 3 carried by the breech 
frame and on the other hand with the hammer of the 
trigger mechanism carried by the underguard, a very 
simple and effective arrangement is provided which per 
mits the underguard to be swung to an open position 
and then returned to closed position. Referring to Figs. 
3 and 4 of the drawings, it will be noted that the hammer 
51 has a notch 69 with which the forward end of the sear 
61 is adapted to cooperate to hold the hammer in cocked 
position. The sear is carried by a trigger 62. Carried by 
the breech frame above the tail end of the trigger is a 
stud 63 having a lever 64 (see Fig. l) for selectively 
adjusting the stud to three positions, namely, ?rst, a 
safety position; second, a position which will permit the 
?ring of a single shot only; and third, a position which 
will permit automatic ?ring of the gun when the trigger 
is held in pulled position. The lever 11 has a rearwardly 
extending tooth 65 adapted to cooperate with a second 
notch 66 on the hammer. The forward end of the lever 
has a toe 6'7 adapted to be engaged by a forwardly facing 
shoulder 63 adjacent the rear end of the slide 3. In Figs. 
3 and 4- the stud 63 is shown in the third position in 
which the gun may be automatically ?red. When the 
breech bolt and slide 3 are moved from theposition 
shown in Fig. 3 to the retracted position shown in Fig. 4, 
the hammer is cooked and the lever 11 assumes the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 4. The slide and breech bolt will 
now be moved forwardly under the in?uence of spring 4 
and, as the slide Symoves to its ?nal forward position, 
the shouider 68 on the slide will engage the toe 67 of 
the lever, thus releasing the hammer; and, assuming that 
the trigger is held in pulled position, the hammer will 
strike the ?ring pin. 7 I 

The removable cover 8 is an elongated member made 
of sheet metal. It is channel-shaped and acts resiliently 
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in a transverse direction. For this-purpose it is provided , 
with a longitudinal projection 37 at" its center. It is 
provided with longitudinal ?anges3$ for engaging with 
hard friction in corresponding longitudinal. grooves 39 
made in the upper parts of the breech case 2. It is ob 
vious that the front part of the cover 8/ will be provided 
with an opening 45 for the passage of ejected cartridge 
cases. The weapon is provided with-means for aiming 
by means of a V-shaped backsight 46 and a foresight 47. 

In addition, it will be noted that one of the sides of 
the breech case 2 carries externally a cocking rod 48'. 
This rod 48 is adapted to slide in a slide 49 in which it 
is engaged. Its inner surface carries a stud adapted to 
move in a groove made at the bottom of the said slide 
479, this stud passing through the side in question and 
constituting a forward abutment for the slide 3. The 
rod 48 is provided on its outer surface with a manipu 
lating knob 50011 which the operator acts in order to 
draw the locking elements 3 and 5 to the rear in order 
to cook the instrument, described. In this position, the 
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. associated with the bolt 5. 

4 
hammer 51 is lowered and permits the disengagement of 
the slide 3 and of the bolt 5. To effect this latter opera 
tion and, if required, the removal of the cover 8, the 
operator acts on the pusher 14 and lowers the under 
guard 6 to which the butt 7 is ?xed. This movement is 
limited by the case 52 of the magazine 53 which stops 
the front bottom edge of the under-guard 6. It is then 
easily possible to withdraw the cover ,8, and the slide 3 

The disengagement of the 
slide 3 and the bolt 5 as a unit is effected very easily by 
puiling on the red 29. In order to reassemble the weapon, 
the bolt, slide and cover are replaced and the under-guard 
6 is brought back against the breech case 2. ‘ 
The weapon according to the invention offers the de 

cided advantage that it comprises locking members which 
are easily accessible and can easily be withdrawn without 
any risk of the parts becoming separated from one an 

‘ other. . 

It is to'be understood that the invention is in no way lim 
ited to the embodiment hereinbefore described, in which 
many modi?cations can be made without departure from 
the scope of the present patent application. 
‘More particularly, the weapon could be completed by 

various accessories such asa muzzle gland, a tenon for 
the attachment of a bayonet, and the like. 

I claim: 
1. In an automatic ?rearm in combination, a breech 

frame open at' its rear end, a slide mounted for longi 
tudinal reciprocating movement in said frame and re 
movable therefroni through the open rear end thereof, 
a breech bolt in said slide and operated by the movements 
thereof and removable therewith, an underguard having 
a forwardly extending portion underlying the rear por 
tion of said frame and an upright abutment having a 
front face engageable with the rear end of said frame 
for closing the same, means for pivoting said underguard 
at its forward end to said frame for swinging movement 
between a closed positionin which said abutment closes 
the rear end of said frame and an open position in which 
said abutment is below the open end of said frame, means 
for :releasably locking said underguard in closed position, 
returning spring means in the underguard for normally 
urging said slide to its forward position and comprising . 

' a plunger and a spring behind the plunger, said plunger 
having a recess at its forward end adjacent said face when 
the plunger is in forward, position, a connecting link 
pivoted to the rear end ‘of saidslide and extending rear 
vwardly thereof, and a spring carried by said slide for 
urging said link to a downwardly inclined position to 
cause the rear end of said link to move into said recess 
during the closing movement of‘ said'underguard, said 
slide, breech block and connecting, link being removable 
from said frame by withdrawing the samerlongitudinally 
and rearwardly from the open end of the frame when. 
the underguard is in open position. 

2. In an automatic ?rearm having a breech frame and 
underguard having a, forwardly extending portion ar 
rrangedto underlie the rear portion of the frame, a pin 
pivotally connecting said'underguard at‘ its forward end 
to said frame, a breech block and an’ associated slide 
mounted for longitudinally reciprocating movement in 
the. frame, a hammer mounted in said underguard rear 
wardly of andadjacent to said‘ pin, a'le'ver pivoted on 
said pin and engageable with said hammer for automatic 
?ring, and a shoulder-on saidslide engageable with said 
lever to disengage the same from the hammer as the slide 
approaches its forward closed position. 
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